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Do objects in working memory compete

with objects in perception?

Hang Zhang, Yuming Xuan, and Xiaolan Fu

State Key Laboratory of Brain and Cognitive Science, Institute of Psychology,

Chinese Academy of Sciences, Beijing, China

Zenon W. Pylyshyn

Rutgers Centre for Cognitive Science, Rutgers University, New Brunswick,

NJ, USA

It is generally assumed that ‘‘perceptual object’’ is the basic unit for processing
visual information and that only a small number of objects can be either
perceptually selected or encoded in working memory (WM) at one time. This
raises the question whether the same resource is used when objects are selected and
tracked as when they are held in WM. In two experiments, we measured dual-task
interference between a memory task and a Multiple Object Tracking task. The WM
tasks involve explicit, implicit, or no spatial processing. Our results suggest there is
no resource competition between working memory and perceptual selection except
when the WM task requires encoding spatial properties.

Keywords: Visual working memory; Object; Multiple object tracking; Dual-task

interference.

It has been assumed that object is the basic unit for people to organize the

everyday scenes (Kahneman, Treisman, & Gibbs, 1992; Pylyshyn, 1989;

Wolfe & Bennett, 1997; Yantis & Johnson, 1990; see Scholl, 2001, for a

review). The representation of an object persists when the object moves or

changes, which is essential to our understanding of dynamic scenes. For

example, to judge whether a car has violated the traffic rules, a traffic
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Third, if there were common cognitive resources for objects in WM and in

perception we would expect a general dual-task interference, but many

studies have shown that selective interference of perception in WM occurs

only when both WM and perception tasks are visual or spatial (Della Sala,








































